Mastering a motor skill is typified by a decrease in variability. However, variability is much more than the undesired signature of discoordination: structure in both its distributional properties and temporal sequence can reveal control priorities. Extending from the notion that signal-dependent noise corrupts information transmission in the neuromotor system, this review tracks more recent recognitions that the complex motor system in its interaction with task constraints creates high-dimensional spaces with multiple equivalent solutions. Further analysis differentiates these solutions to have different degrees of noise-sensitivity, goal-relevance or additional costs. Practice proceeds from exploration of these solution spaces to exploitation with further 'channeling' of noise. Extended practice leads to fine-tuning of skill brought about by reducing noise. These distinct changes in variability are suggested as a way to characterize stages of learning. Capitalizing on the sensitivity of the CNS to noise, interventions can add extrinsic noise or amplify intrinsic noise to guide (re)-learning desired behaviors. The persistence and generalization of acquired skill is still largely understudied, although an essential element of skill. Consistent with advances in the physical sciences, there is increasing realization that noise can have beneficial effects. Analysis of the non-random structure of variability may reveal more than analysis of only its mean.
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Learning new motor skills is quintessentially human. Over our lifetime we learn to eat with knife and fork, ride a bicycle, and dance salsa, going far beyond the fundamental locomotory and reaching behaviors that all animals display. How can the neuromotor system achieve such extraordinary plasticity, flexibility, and creativity? Over the last decades there has been relatively little research in motor neuroscience on the acquisition of novel motor skills, in favor of research on more constrained movements under highly controlled conditions. For example, a widely used experimental platform has been reaching of a 2-link arm in the horizontal plane with meticulously designed perturbations that introduce force fields or visuomotor mappings to induce adaptation [1, 2] . When neuroimaging is involved, the tasks necessarily have to be even further reduced to small finger and hand movements. While experimental reduction and control has a long history in motor neuroscience and is core to any empirical science, the perennial risk is that the real problems are 'controlled away'. One such phenomenon that is intentionally attenuated by experimental control is variability. This review aims to draw attention to the fact that variability and noise in motor performance is not only a nuisance, but is a ubiquitous and informative biological feature that has meaning in itself, not only to the performer but also to the scientist who aims to understand movement control and coordination.
Trying to understand skill learning inevitably has to face variability. Mastering a new motor skill implies performing with increasing accuracy and diminishing variability, or 'with maximum certainty and a minimum outlay of time or energy ' [3-6] . Similarly, recent work showed that skill improvement manifests in a shift of the speedaccuracy trade-off function [7, 8] : skilled individuals become less variable, while keeping the same tempo, or they can move faster without increasing variability. And yet, not even Olympic athletes ever perform with total certainty -like robots. In fact, this is what makes competitive sports interesting to watch. Why are humans not perfect? The complex neuromotor system has abundant noise and fluctuations at all levels [9, 10] , and even deterministic physiological processes at lower levels may manifest in overt unstructured 'noise'. Hence, skill cannot, and probably should not completely suppress noise. Rather, it should 'make noise matter less' [11, 12] , that is, have little or no effect on task success. Further, variability is necessary when exploring solutions for a novel task. So, can noise be beneficial? The plethora of roles and meanings of variability is also reflected in a variety of seemingly similar and overlapping terms (see Table 1 ). While there are no strict definitions, the table attempts to reserve different labels for different aspects of variability. The fact that variability and noise is a phenomenon that is 
